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Abstract—Due to the complex aero-electro-mechanical coupling involved in wind energy harvesting systems, power enhancing efforts in the literature are mostly devoted to structural modifications while the interface circuit is simplified to a resistive ac load. Yet the ac outputs are not applicable for practical usage. In this paper, we study the dynamics and dc power generation of galloping energy harvester. In particular, the enhancement of wind power extraction using the synchronized switching harvesting on inductor (SSHI) power conditioning circuit is emphasized. Analytical solution of the steady-state mechanical and electrical responses with the SSHI interface is derived explicitly and validated with wind tunnel experiment and circuit simulation. The performance of a SSHI interface is compared to that of a standard bridge rectifier interface circuit. It shows that the SSHI interface achieves tremendous power enhancement in a weak-coupling system, and higher wind speeds render more significant power enhancement. Moreover, given the same wind condition and output power requirement, a system connected to the SSHI uses much less piezoelectric material compared to that connected to the standard circuit. With a weak-coupling harvester operating at a wind speed of 7 m/s, the SSHI can harvest up to 143% more wind power than the standard circuit.

Index Terms—Aeroelasticity, galloping, piezoelectric, switching harvesting on inductor (SSHI) interface, wind energy harvesting.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, growing research attention has been paid to wind energy harvesting with an ultimate goal of implementing self-powered wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Some reported wind energy harvesters have taken forms of the traditional windmills via direct mechanical impact [1] or nonimpact magnetic interactions [2]. Other researchers resort to the aeroelastic instability phenomena including vortex-induced vibration (VIV) of a circular cylinder under Kármán vortices [3]–[5], galloping of certain cross-sectioned bluff bodies [6]–[14], aeroelastic flutter of flapping wings or airfoils [15]–[20], and wake galloping which involves two or more paralleled cylinders [21]–[23]. There are also other types of energy harvesters designed to mimic the behavior of a harmonica [24], cross-flow flutter behavior of a leaf [25], and the oscillatory motions of grass in turbulent flows [26]. Among these instabilities, galloping has received rapidly increasing interests. The fact that it is capable of oscillating in an infinite wind speed range above the cut-in wind speed and has large limit-cycle oscillation amplitude [27] makes it beneficial for energy harvesting purposes. In this paper, we focus on wind energy harvesting from galloping.

In order to enhance the performance of the aeroelastic energy harvesters, researchers have employed some techniques from the mechanical aspects to modify the structural designs [28], Weinstein et al. [29] added a movable mass to manually tune the resonant frequency of a VIV-based harvester, achieving a broadened wind speed range with effective power generation from 2 to 5 m/s. Bibo and Daqaq [18], [19] demonstrated that an integrated airfoil flutter energy harvester under concurrent aeroelastic and base vibratory loadings had improved transduction capability and power density over two separate devices which harnessed vibration and wind energy independently. Studies on concurrent loadings have also been conducted for VIV-based harvesters [30] and galloping-based harvesters [14], [31]. Zhao et al. [12] proposed a 2 DOF cut-out structure with magnetic interaction which successfully enhanced the output power of a galloping harvester in the low wind speed range up to 4.5 m/s. Recently, Zhao and Yang [32] proposed an easy and effective way to increase the wind power extraction efficiency by adding a beam stiffener as an electromechanical coupling amplifier. It was shown to be effective for all three types of harvesters, i.e., harvesters based on VIV, galloping, and flutter. Nevertheless, all the above-mentioned studies mainly focus on optimizing the wind energy harvesting structures, yet simplify the interface circuit as a pure resister to consider ac output only. Since microelectronic devices like WSNs and energy storage systems require stable dc power supply, an advanced interface is needed for ac–dc conversion and power regulation. However, wind energy conversion involves complex aero-electro-mechanical coupling behaviors. The wind flows interact with the mechanical structure via aeroelasticity, and then the induced mechanical strain interacts with the electric field via the piezoelectric element through the direct electromechanical coupling. The electric field further influences the aerodynamic and mechanical aspects through
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backward electromechanical coupling. Therefore, the power enhancement lies not only in the structural modification, but also in the improved power extraction interface. However, although a power conditioning circuit is highly demanded, its involvement will surely complicate the mutual coupling behaviors. While various optimized nonlinear interfaces have been proposed to enhance energy harvesting from base vibrations [33]–[48], very little of such effort has been devoted to wind energy harvesting until recently [49]–[51].

Using a self-powered synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI) circuit, Liang and Liao [45] have experimentally and analytically proved that the power of an energy harvester subjected to base vibrations can be boosted up to 200% as compared to a standard circuit. This inspires the investigation of its potential in enhancing wind energy harvesting. In this paper, we employ a parallel SSHI interface circuit to enhance the power generation of a galloping piezoelectric energy harvester (GPEH). Wind tunnel experiment is carried out using a harvester prototype integrated with a built up circuit board. An analytical solution for steady-state mechanical and electrical responses under the SSHI power extraction scheme is derived explicitly and validated both experimentally and numerically. The performance of SSHI is then compared to a standard circuit under various load and wind speed conditions. The influence of electromechanical coupling on the electrical and mechanical performance is also examined.

II. GALLOPING PIEZOELECTRIC ENERGY HARVESTING SYSTEM

A. Aero-Electro-Mechanical Model of GPEH

A typical GPEH consists of a cantilever with a bluff body connected at its free end [Fig. 1(a)]. A piezoelectric element is bonded to the surface of the cantilever substrate near the fixed end, where the largest strain occurs during the galloping induced oscillation. The periodically alternating strain is converted into electricity via the special characteristic named “piezoelectricity.” When mechanical strain is induced in the piezoelectric material, electrical charges are produced in the piezoelectric material due to the direct piezoelectric effect. This is usually called the “sensing mode” of piezoelectric operation [52]. The energy harvesting circuit and terminal load are connected to the electrodes of the piezoelectric element. The phenomenon of galloping was first investigated by Den Hartog [53]. It is a phenomenon of flow-induced vibration which occurs to some bluff bodies with certain cross sections. For a pure mechanical structure, when the wind speed $U$ exceeds a threshold value, i.e., the cut-in wind speed $U_{cr}$, the negative linear effective damping caused by the aerodynamic loading overcomes the intrinsic mechanical damping and as a result, the system is controlled by a negative effective damping. Self-excited oscillation arises in the direction normal to the wind flow, of which the amplitude exponentially increases with time. After a short while, the positive nonlinear damping term of the aerodynamic force dominates and brings the total effective damping back to zero. The oscillation amplitude stops increasing and remains constant, and steady-state limit-cycle oscillation is achieved. The vibration frequency is always close to the structure’s first natural frequency. When the wind speed increases, the limit-cycle oscillation amplitude also increases. The characteristics of self-exciting and large range of operational wind speeds make galloping an advantageous source for energy harvesting.

Den Hartog [53] determined the criterion for galloping instability as

$$\frac{\partial CF_z}{\partial \alpha} = -\frac{\partial C_l}{\partial \alpha} - C_d < 0$$

where $C_F$, $C_l$, and $C_d$ are the effective transverse galloping force coefficient, lift force coefficient, and drag force coefficient, respectively; and $\alpha$ is the angle of attack. Several cross-section geometries satisfy this criterion, like the square, triangular, and D-shape [27]. Our previous study [10] has shown experimentally that in laminar flows the square section performs best for wind energy harvesting. Therefore, we employ a square sectioned bluff body in the later sections of wind tunnel experiment and discussions. Yet it should be noted that the theoretical models presented in this section and the analytical solutions derived in Section III are applicable to any other cross-section geometries by utilizing the corresponding aerodynamic coefficients associated with a specific geometry.

To evaluate the mutual coupling behavior between the aerodynamic loading, mechanical structure, piezoelectric element, and interface circuit, one should establish the analytical model from two aspects, i.e., the electromechanical modeling aspect and aerodynamic modeling aspect [7], [8], [11], [32], [54]. Considering a GPEH with the schematic of geometry shown in Fig. 1(b), where a piezoelectric sheet is bonded to the beam at $x_1 < x < x_2$, the electromechanically coupled equation of
motion is built based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory as

\[ EI \frac{\partial^4 w(x, t)}{\partial x^4} + c_s I_b \frac{\partial^2 w(x, t)}{\partial x^2 \partial t} + c_\theta \frac{\partial w(x, t)}{\partial t} + \frac{m}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial^2 w(x, t)}{\partial t^2} + \theta V(t) \left[ \frac{d\delta(x - x_1)}{dx} - \frac{d\delta(x - x_2)}{dx} \right] \]

\[ = F_{\text{galloping}}(t) \delta(x - L_t) \quad (2) \]

where \( w(x, t) \) is the cantilever’s transverse deflection along \( z \) axis; \( V(t) \) is the generated voltage by the piezoelectric element; \( EI_b \) is the bending stiffness of the composite beam cross section with \( E \) and \( I_b \) being the Young’s modulus and moment of inertia of cross section, respectively; \( c_s \), \( c_\theta \), and \( m \) are the strain rate damping, air viscous damping and distributed mass, respectively; \( F_{\text{galloping}} \) is the aerodynamic force due to galloping; \( L_t \) is the distance from the fixed end to the bluff body center; and \( \delta \) is the Dirac delta function. \( \theta \) is a term representing the electromechanical coupling between the mechanical and circuit aspects, expressed as \( \theta = -E_p d_{31} b_p h_{pc} \), where \( E_p \), \( d_{31} \), \( b_p \), and \( h_{pc} \) being the Young’s modulus of the piezoelectric material, piezoelectric constant, width of the piezoelectric sheet, and position of the neutral axis of the composite beam section, respectively. The coupled circuit equation is built based on the Gauss law given by

\[ I(t) + C_p \frac{dV(t)}{dt} - \theta \int_{x_1}^{x_2} \frac{\partial^2 w(x, t)}{\partial x^2 \partial t} \, dx = 0 \quad (3) \]

where \( I(t) \) is the outgoing current from the piezoelectric element, and \( C_p \) is the piezoelectric capacitance.

The aerodynamic model for galloping is established based on quasi-steady hypothesis, which means that the wind loading during oscillation is regarded to be the same with that on a stationary bluff body at the same angle of attack. It is shown sufficient to model the galloping force because the characteristic timescale of the flow \( U/h \) is much smaller than the characteristic timescale of galloping oscillation, i.e., the vibration period \( 1/\omega_n \) [6, 27], and has successfully predicted the performance of piezoelectric galloping energy harvesters in previous wind tunnel experimental studies [7], [10]. \( h \) is the frontal width of the bluff body, and \( \omega_n \) is the fundamental frequency of the harvester. \( F_{\text{galloping}} \) is calculated by

\[ F_{\text{galloping}}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \rho h U^2 C_f \sum_{i=1,2} A_i \alpha^i \]

\[ \alpha = \frac{\ddot{w}(L_t, t)}{U} + w'(L_t, t) \quad (4) \]

where \( \rho \), \( l \) and \( A_i \) are the air density, length of the bluff body and empirical aerodynamic coefficients, respectively; \( \ddot{w}(L_t, t) \) and \( w'(L_t, t) \) are the vibration velocity and rotational angle at \( x = L_t \).

In order to establish the coupled modal equations, we can expand \( w(x, t) \) in a convergent series of eigenfunctions as \( w(x, t) = \sum \phi_i(x) \eta_i(t) \), where \( \phi_i(x) \) is the \( i \)th mode shape and \( \eta_i(t) \) is the modal coordinate. Here only the fundamental mode is considered, because galloping is observed to oscillate close to the structure’s first natural frequency. It has been experimentally confirmed to be sufficient for accurate GPEH performance prediction [11].

Employing a mass normalization process, we can obtain the single-mode aero-electromechanically coupled model in modal coordinate \( \eta \) as

\[ \ddot{\eta}(t) + 2\zeta \omega_n \dot{\eta}(t) + \omega_n^2 \eta(t) + \chi V(t) = F_{\text{galloping}}(t) \quad (5) \]

\[ I(t) + C_p \dot{V}(t) - \chi \dot{\eta}(t) = 0 \quad (6) \]

\[ F_{\text{galloping}}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \phi(L_t) \rho h U^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \left[ \frac{\phi(L_t) \dot{\eta}(t) + \phi'(L_t) \eta(t)}{U} \right] \quad (7) \]

where \( \zeta \), \( \chi \), and \( F_{\text{galloping}} \) are the aerodynamic damping ratio, modal electromechanical coupling coefficient as \( \chi = \theta[\phi'(x_2) - \phi'(x_1)] \), and modal aerodynamic force, respectively. For more detailed model derivations of energy harvesting from various aeroelastic instabilities, interested readers are referred to the work of Sirohi and Mahadik [7], Bryant and Garcia [16], Abdelkefi et al. [8], De Marqui and Erturk [17], Dai et al. [30], Zhao and Yang [32], and Bibo et al. [14].

### B. Interface Circuits for GPEH

During galloping vibrations, the induced strain on the piezoelectric element is alternating, thus the generated voltage is an ac output. Most researchers in the literature have focused on the conversion of wind energy to electricity and represented the interface circuit with a pure resistive load, thus, the power extraction performance is evaluated based on the ac electrical output. For practical use of the harvested wind power for small electronic devices, dc output is required. A conventional standard dc interface circuit consists of a bridge rectifier and a filtering capacitance \( C_f \), as shown in Fig. 2(a). The rectifier is blocked when the absolute value of the piezoelectric voltage \( |V| \) is less than the rectified voltage \( V_c \) across the terminal load \( R \). Once \( |V| \) reaches \( V_c \), the rectifier conducts to transfer energy and \( |V| \) is kept at \( V_c \). Typical displacement and voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 2(b). It should be noted that the voltage in the waveform figure represents the one across the piezoelectric element [55].

A drawback of the standard circuit is that the energy is not always flowing from the mechanical part to the electrical part [55]. With the standard circuit, for certain time duration in each half cycle the generated piezoelectric voltage and equivalent piezoelectric current are of different signs, thus, their product is negative. Nevertheless, if we employ an SSHI circuit that adds a switch \( S \) and an inductor \( L_i \) in parallel with the rectifier...
as shown in Fig. 3(a), with proper switching control, we can ensure the current and piezoelectric voltage to have the same sign [33], [36], [37], [55], [56]. This is achieved by triggering the switch to induce voltage inversions only at the maximum and minimum displacement instants. The switch is kept on only for half the formed $L_i - C_p$ cycle, i.e., $\pi \sqrt{L_i C_p}$, which is selected to be much smaller than the mechanical vibration period, thus, the voltage inversion is regarded as quasi-instantaneous.

The amplitude of the instantaneous inverted voltage $|V|$ at $t_j^+$ is usually less than $V_c$, thus, the rectifier is kept blocked until $|V|$ reaches $V_c$. Typical waveforms of SSHI are presented in Fig. 3(b), where the voltage across the piezoelectric element. For detailed operation principles of the SSHI circuit, readers are referred to [33]–[35], [45], [46]. For the aforementioned two circuits, the filter capacitor $C_f$, which also serves as the energy storage, is usually selected much larger than $C_p$, therefore, $V_c$, the voltage across $C_f$ can be regarded constant.

### III. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

Before we proceed with the derivation of the analytical solution of a GPEH connected with an SSHI interface, we introduce the following equivalent lumped parameters given by:

$$ M = \frac{1}{[\phi(L_i)]^2}, \quad C = \frac{2\zeta \omega_n}{[\phi(L_i)]^2}, $$

$$ K = \frac{\omega_n^2}{[\phi(L_i)]^2}, \quad \beta = \frac{\beta}{\phi(L_i)}, \quad u = \eta \phi(I) $$

where $M$, $C$, $K$, and $u$ represent the effective mass, mechanical damping, stiffness, electromechanical coupling, and transverse displacement of the bluff body, respectively. For the aerodynamic model, it is shown that a cubic polynomial of $\alpha$ is sufficiently accurate to represent the galloping aerodynamic coefficient $C_F$, with $A_1$, $A_2 \neq 0$, and $A_3 = 0$ for a symmetrical cross section [6], [27]. Incorporating the above parameters, the single-mode distributed parameter aero-electro-mechanical model can be degraded into

$$ M \ddot{u} + C \dot{u} + K u + \Theta V = F_{\text{galloping}} $$

$$ I + C_p V - \Theta \dot{u} = 0 $$

where $\beta$ is calculated by $\beta = \phi'(L_i)/\phi(L_i)$. For convenient formulation and quick comparison of different harvester configurations, the next step analytical solutions are derived based on (9) and (10). Yet it should be noted that, although (9) and (10) are in the form of a lumped parameter model [11], it is equivalent to the single-mode distributed parameter model because the lumped parameters are equivalent substitutions of the distributed parameters from modal calculations.

At time instants $t_1$ and $t_2$, $u(t)$ reaches its minimum and maximum, respectively [Fig. 3(b)]. The voltage inversion is supposed to be quasi-instantaneous, with the switch being conducted for a very short time interval from $t_1$ to $t_2^+$. During $[t_1, t_2^+]$, some energy loss is induced by the imperfect inversion in the switch $L_i - C_p$ loop, of which the quality factor is $Q$. When the switch is off again at $t_2^+$, the inverted piezoelectric voltage $V$ is less than $V_c$, expressed as

$$ V(t_2^+) = \gamma V_c = -V(t_1) e^{\frac{\pi}{2Q}} $$

$$ \gamma = e^{\frac{\pi}{2Q}} $$

where $\gamma$ is the voltage inversion factor with $0 < \gamma \leq 1$. $\gamma = 1$ denotes the extreme condition with ideal inversion. To obtain the relation between the rectified voltage $V_c$ and the displacement magnitude $u_m$, we consider the charging balance in the whole system. During steady-state oscillations, the current flowing through $C_f$ is zero, thus we have

$$ \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} I(t) dt = \frac{V_c T}{R \frac{2}{J}} $$

Inspecting the displacement and voltage values at the two instants $t_1^+$ and $t_2$, we obtain

$$ \int_{t_1^+}^{t_2} \left[ -C_p V(t) + \Theta \dot{u}(t) \right] dt = -C_p (1 - \gamma) V_c + 2\Theta u_m. $$

Considering (10), the right hand sides of (12) and (13) should be equal, yielding the relation between $V_c$ and $u_m$ as

$$ V_c = \frac{2\Theta R \omega}{\pi + C_p (1 - \gamma) \frac{R \omega}{u_m}}. $$

Next, to obtain the explicit expression of $u_m$ and $V_c$, we employ the equations of energy balance and follow a similar procedure to that of Shu et al. [36]. Multiplying (9) by $\dot{u}$ and (10) by $V$, and integrating the obtained equations over half vibration period $[t_2^+, t_1^+]$ yield

$$ \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} F_{\text{galloping}} \dot{u} dt = \frac{1}{2} M \dot{u}^2 |_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} + \frac{1}{2} K u^2 |_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} $$

$$ + \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} C_i \dot{u}^2 dt + \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} \Theta V \dot{u} dt $$

$$ \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} IV dt + \frac{1}{2} C_p V^2 |_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} = \int_{t_2^+}^{t_1^+} \Theta V \dot{u} dt. $$

The terms in (15a) are, respectively, the input energy by the aerodynamic force, kinetic energy, elastic potential energy, mechanical damping induced energy loss, and transferred electrical energy; and the first two terms in (15b) are, respectively,
the energy extracted by the interface circuit and the electrostatic energy accumulated on the piezoelectric capacitance. We assume that the displacement during steady-state oscillations has the form of 

\[ u(t) = -u_m \cos(\omega t) \] (16)

With this expression, by setting \( t_1 = 0 \) and \( t_2 = T/2 \), \( u(t) \) achieves \(-u_m \) and \( u_m \) at the two instants. Again, inspecting Fig. 3(b), it is seen that the kinetic energy is zero at \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), and the elastic energy does not vary during the half period, i.e., \( \frac{1}{2} M \dot{u}_m^2 \big|_{t_1} = 0 \), and \( \frac{1}{2} K u_m^2 \big|_{t_2} = 0 \). The equation of energy balance in (15) can be rewritten as

\[ \int_{0^+}^{T/2} F_{\text{galloping}} \dot{u} \, dt = \int_{0^+}^{T/2} C \dot{u}^2 \, dt + \int_{0^+}^{T/2} IV \, dt + \int_{0^+}^{T/2} C_p \dot{V} V \, dt \] (17)

where in steady-state operation the energy extracted by the circuit is

\[ \int_{0^+}^{T/2} IV \, dt = \frac{V_c^2}{R} \frac{T}{2} \] (18)

and the rest of the transferred energy is the electrostatic energy in the piezoelectric element

\[ \int_{0^+}^{T/2} C_p \dot{V} V \, dt = \frac{1}{2} C_p V_c^2 (1 - \gamma^2) \] (19)

Now substituting (16) into (17) gives

\[ \frac{1}{2} C \omega \pi u_m^2 + \left[ \frac{\pi}{R \omega} + \frac{1}{2} C_p (1 - \gamma^2) \right] V_c^2 \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2} \rho h L U^2 u_m^2 \left[ \frac{A_1 \omega \pi}{2 U} + \frac{3 A_3 \omega \pi}{8 U} \left( \frac{\omega^2}{U^2} + \beta^2 \right) u_m^2 \right] \] (20)

Introducing the relation between \( V_c \) and \( u_m \) that has been obtained in (14), \( u_m \) can be explicitly expressed as

\[ u_m = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} C \omega \pi + \frac{4 \Theta^2}{\pi + 2 C_p (1 - \gamma^2)}} - \frac{\rho h L U A_1 \omega \pi}{\frac{3}{2} \pi \rho h L U A_3 \omega \pi \left( \frac{\omega^2}{U^2} + \beta^2 \right)} \] (21)

And it is straightforward to obtain the final average output power based on (14) as

\[ P_{\text{ave}} = \frac{V_c^2}{R} = \frac{4 \Theta^2 R^2}{(\pi + 2 C_p (1 - \gamma^2))^2} u_m^2 \] (22)

The displacement, voltage, and power can be further normalized for convenient parametric studies and fair comparison between various harvesters and interfaces, with the nondimensional parameters given by

\[ \hat{M} = \frac{M}{\rho h^2 L}, \hat{U} = \frac{U}{\omega_n h}, \hat{k}_e = \frac{\Theta^2}{C_p R}, \hat{\Omega} = \frac{\omega}{\omega_n}, \hat{r} = \frac{C_p R \omega_n}{\omega_n} \] (23)

where \( \hat{M} \) and \( \hat{U} \) are the dimensionless mass ratio and reduced wind speed, respectively; and \( k_e, \hat{\Omega} \) and \( \hat{r} \) are the alternative electromechanical coupling coefficient, normalized frequency and resistive load, respectively. The normalized responses are written as

\[ \hat{u}_m = \frac{u_m}{\hat{h}} = \sqrt{\frac{\zeta - \frac{1}{3} \hat{U}}{\frac{3}{16} \hat{M} A_3} \left( \frac{\Omega^2}{\hat{U}^2} + \beta^2 h^2 \right)} \] (24)

\[ \hat{P}_{\text{ave}} = \frac{P_{\text{ave}}}{M \omega_n^3 \hat{h}^2} = \frac{4 \hat{k}_e}{\frac{3}{16} \hat{M} A_3} \left[ \zeta - \frac{1}{3} \hat{U} \hat{A}_1 + \frac{4 \hat{k}_e^2 (\frac{\pi}{\hat{U}} + \beta^2 h^2)}{\frac{3}{16} \hat{M} A_3} \right] \] (25)

The analytical solution for a GPEH with the standard interface (see Fig. 2) has been derived by Zhao and Yang [49]. The results are quoted here for comparison with the SSSI circuit:

\[ \hat{u}_m = \frac{1}{h} \sqrt{\frac{\hat{\Omega}^2 + \frac{4 \hat{k}_e^2 \hat{\Omega}}{(\pi + 2 r \hat{\Omega})^2}}{\frac{3}{16} \hat{A}_3 \Omega \frac{\hat{U}}{M}}} \] (26)

\[ \hat{P}_{\text{ave}} = \frac{4 \hat{k}_e \hat{\Omega}^2}{(\pi + 2 r \hat{\Omega})^2} \hat{h}^2 \left[ \frac{\hat{\Omega}^2}{\frac{3}{16} \hat{A}_3 \Omega \frac{\hat{U}}{M}} + \beta^2 \right] \] (27)

The normalized frequency is influenced by both the resistive load and wind speed, and its variation has also been determined in the previous study [49]. In the following calculations, \( \hat{\Omega} \) is regarded as the open-circuit resonance frequency \( \hat{\Omega}_0 \), considering that for a certain portion of each cycle the rectifier is blocked during which the circuit experiences open-circuit condition.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CIRCUIT SIMULATION

Wind tunnel experiment and circuit simulation are carried out to validate the derived analytical solution in Section III. A GPEH prototype is fabricated with an aluminum cantilever connected with a square sectioned bluff body at the free end, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The other end of the cantilever is clamped into a metal support to achieve a fixed boundary condition. A piece of piezoelectric element (MFC M2814-P2 from Smart Materials Corporation) is attached to the root area of the cantilever where the largest strain energy occurs during vibrations. The geometrical, mechanical, and electrical properties of the cantilever and piezoelectric element are listed in Table I. The bluff body is made of polystyrene foam, with a cross section of \( 20 \times 20 \text{ mm}^2 \), a length of 100 mm and a weight of 1.8 g. The short circuit fundamental frequency of the harvester is measured to be 16.67 Hz. The damping ratio is tested from the logarithmic decrement technique to be 0.011. During the experiment the harvester is installed in the wind tunnel with the front of the bluff body facing the wind flow, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The air...
temperature is 20 °C thus the air density is taken as 1.204 kg/m³. The wind speed is measured with a hotwire anemometer.

A circuit hardware is built up and connected to the piezoelectric electrodes. The circuit schematic is shown in the right rectangle of Fig. 5, which incorporates the self-powered SSHI electric electrodes. The circuit schematic is shown in the right rectangle of Fig. 5. The aerodynamic galloping force is represented by a user defined arbitrary voltage source. Thus the air density is taken as 1.204 kg/m³. The wind speed is measured with a hotwire anemometer. The diodes and transistors involved in the electronic breakers would induce extra voltage drops, resulting in extra energy loss. Moreover, the quality factor for the developed prototype is measured to be Q = 2.9 using (11). This value is employed for the calculations in the present and following sections. During the circuit simulation and analytical calculation, the empirical aerodynamic coefficients are taken as A₁ = 2.3, A₂ = 0, and A₃ = −2.9 [6]. It should be noted that A₁ being negative ensures that a positive nonlinear damping term of the aerodynamic force is brought into the vibration system, self-limiting the galloping amplitude and mak-

### V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Validation of Analytical Solutions

Before proceeding with the experimental and numerical validations of the analytical solutions, one more issue on the energy loss needs to be clarified. During the analytical derivation, the transferred electrical energy is considered to have two parts, the harvested energy by the circuit in (18) and dissipated energy in (19). The energy dissipation results from the nonideal voltage inversion process. For ideal voltage inversion, the quality factor Q = ∞. Yet in a practical situation, the parasitic resistance in the switching path affects Q and causes γ < 1. Therefore, the energy dissipation in (19) always exists. In the experiment and circuit simulation, due to the employment of self-powered switching components, more energy loss would be incurred. The diodes and transistors involved in the electronic breakers induce extra voltage drops, resulting in extra energy loss. Moreover, the equivalent piezoelectric resistance (not represented in the circuit diagram) that is parallel to C_p induces extra piezoelectric dielectric loss. These two types of energy losses are not considered in the analytical derivation. Also, as has been determined by Liang and Liao [44], the piezoelectric dielectric loss causes a slight voltage reversion phenomenon right after the voltage inversion. Such voltage reversion is also neglected in the analytical derivation. This may account for the discrepancies among the experimental and numerical results and the analytical solutions.

The quality factor for the developed prototype is measured from the recorded voltage signal to be Q = 2.9 using (11). This value is employed for the calculations in the present and following sections. During the circuit simulation and analytical calculation, the empirical aerodynamic coefficients are taken as A₁ = 2.3, A₂ = 0, and A₃ = −2.9 [6]. It should be noted that A₁ being negative ensures that a positive nonlinear damping term of the aerodynamic force is brought into the vibration system, self-limiting the galloping amplitude and mak-

#### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Cantilever substrate</th>
<th>Piezoelectric element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length L_x, L_y (mm)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width b_x, b_y (mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness h_x, h_y (mm)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density (kg·m⁻³)</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus E_x, E_y (GPa)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance C_p (nF)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric constant d_{31} (pm/V)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>−170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>MFC M2814-P2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The harvester undergo steady-state limit-cycle oscillation at each wind speed. The variations of the output power from experiment, simulation, and analytical solutions as functions of load resistance and wind speed are plotted in Fig. 6. It is seen from Fig. 6(a) that at each wind speed $U$, there exists an optimal load resistance $R$ at which the output power reaches maximum. The optimal $R$ is not constant but varies with the wind speeds. When $U$ increases, the optimal $R$ also increases. Reasonable agreement is observed between the experiment, simulation, and analytical results. Besides the source of discrepancies discussed above, the inevitable turbulence in the wind tunnel and increasing energy loss in the switching path at high wind speeds would also account for the discrepancies. In Fig. 6(b), a constant $R$ of 445 kΩ is employed for the considered range of $U$. It is seen that the output power from the GPEH with an SSHI circuit monotonically increases with the wind speed due to the increasing input aerodynamic force. Good agreement is obtained between the analysis and the experimental and numerical results in both the cut-in wind speed and power level.

B. Performance Comparison Between SSHI and Standard Interfaces

With the validated analytical solution, the electrical and mechanical performance of a GPEH integrated with the SSHI circuit is evaluated and compared with a standard circuit. The variations of the cut-in wind speed, mechanical displacement which reflects the electrical damping effect, and output power are investigated. The influences of electromechanical coupling on the output power and mechanical displacement are evaluated. In order to obtain a dimensional understanding of the harvester’s performance, in the following analysis, dimensional parameters are utilized.

1) Cut-in Wind Speed Comparison: The variation of cut-in wind speed as a function of the load resistance is shown in Fig. 7 for the standard and SSHI circuits. The harvester and circuit parameters employed in the analysis are the same with those of the fabricated prototype. In such a case, the dimensionless electromechanical coupling coefficient square $k_e^2$ is determined to be 0.01136. With $\zeta = 0.011$, it is calculated that $k_e^2/\zeta = 1.033$, which has been determined to be within the weak coupling range for the considered wind speeds [49], [50].

With the standard circuit, the cut-in speed first increases with...
$R$ to a maximum, then decreases when $R$ further increases. In contrast, the cut-in speed with SSHI monotonically increases with $R$. The increasing rate over the small and medium $R$ range (10–300 kΩ) is relatively small. Within this range, the cut-in speed with SSHI stays between 2.3–3.0 m/s and is comparable to that with the standard circuit. When $R$ becomes larger, the SSHI induces larger electrical damping, thus requires higher wind speeds for galloping oscillation to occur than the standard circuit does. This is also reflected in Fig. 6(a) that the harvester gives no output power when $R$ is beyond a certain value for a specific wind speed, e.g., there is no power for $R = 1000$ kΩ at $U = 4$ m/s, since this wind speed is smaller than the cut-in speed of 4.2 m/s for 1000 kΩ. However, the enlarged electrical damping of SSHI expects the enhanced power generation capability, which will be confirmed in the following section.

2) Output Power Comparison: Fig. 8 compares the variations of output power as functions of wind speed for the two circuits at various load resistances. It is clearly noted by the bold solid power envelopes that significant power enhancement is achieved with SSHI over the standard circuit. As seen from Fig. 8(a), for the standard circuit, the increasing rate of power with wind speed, i.e., the slope of the $P_{\text{ave}} - U$ curve, first increases with $R$ and then decreases. In contrast, Fig. 8(b) shows that the power increasing rate for SSHI monotonically increases with $R$. As a result, the power enhancement of SSHI over standard circuit gets more pronounced with the increasing wind speed. For instance, at the respective optimal $R$, the output power at a small wind speed of 4.5 m/s is increased from 0.60 mW with the standard circuit to 0.84 mW with SSHI, corresponding to a 40% enhancement. At a medium wind speed of 5.5 m/s, the power is increased from 1.07 to 2.03 mW with a 90% enhancement. At a relatively high wind speed of 7 m/s, up to 143% power enhancement is obtained from 1.84 to 4.48 mW. Quantitative comparisons for other wind speeds are listed in Table III.

3) Tip Displacement (Damping Effect) Comparison: The responses of the transverse displacement at the harvester tip are compared in Fig. 9 for different wind speeds and load resistances. The variation of the cut-in wind speed is also reflected by the intersection points of the curves with the horizontal axis. It is seen more clearly that at relatively small $R$, the two circuits have comparable cut-in speeds, while at relatively large $R$, the SSHI requires higher cut-in speeds. In terms of the displacement amplitude at each wind speed, the SSHI results in comparable displacement with the standard circuit at small $R$, while at large $R$, the displacement with SSHI is obviously smaller. Therefore, with the enhanced output power, the SSHI also beneficially brings down the displacement which helps to alleviate the fatigue problem for the harvester structure during the wind-induced oscillations. Moreover, the smaller displacement confirms the stronger electrical damping and better energy conversion of SSHI.

4) Influence of Coupling Strength: We move on to investigate the influence of the strength of electromechanical coupling on the harvester’s responses with the SSHI interface. Three different values of $k^2/\zeta$ are considered which correspond to a weak, medium, and strong coupling condition, respectively. First, we consider the parameters of the experiment prototype which give $k^2/\zeta = 1.033$ with $k^2 = 0.01136$ and $\zeta = 0.011$. The variation of power with load resistance at different wind speeds is shown in Fig. 10(a) with the standard circuit and in Fig. 10(b) with SSHI. Significant power increase is observed with SSHI over the standard circuit. For example, as compared to the standard circuit, at $U = 5$ m/s, 6 m/s, and 7 m/s, the power is increased by SSHI from 0.83 to 1.42 mW, from 1.32 to 2.76 mW, and from 1.84 to 4.48 mW, respectively. These correspond to 71%, 109%, and 143% enhancements, respec-
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**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Enhancement percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSHI</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results confirm the superiority of SSHI over the standard circuit in wind power extraction via the synchronized voltage inversion with the mechanical displacement.
Fig. 10. Variation of output power with load resistance at different wind speeds with (a), (c), and (e) standard circuit and (b), (d), and (f) SSHI. Electromechanical coupling strength: (a) and (b) $k_e^2/\zeta = 1.033$, (c) and (d) $k_e^2/\zeta = 2.545$, and (e) and (f) $k_e^2/\zeta = 7.273$.

Comparing the power levels, it is seen that the SSHI gives equal maximum power with the standard circuit at each $U$ in this strong coupling condition. However, a disadvantage is revealed for the SSHI. At this strong coupling, the power with SSHI becomes very sensitive to the deviation of $R$ around the peak. A slight shift of $R$ beyond the optimal value results in a significant power drop. This is very likely to happen considering the components induced electrical damping involved in the terminal load circuit. Due to this issue, the SSHI is no longer beneficial in a strong coupling case. In addition, revisiting the power levels of SSHI at weak coupling in Fig. 10(b) and comparing them with those in Fig. 10(e), it is found that a weak-coupling system (much less piezoelectric material used) connected to the SSHI can achieve similar power to that of a strong-coupling system connected to the standard circuit. This conclusion is consistent with the one drawn by Shu et al. [36] for vibration energy harvesting enhanced by the SSHI. This achievement further proves the power boosting benefits of SSHI for a weak coupling system and its advantage of saving piezoelectric materials.

The responses of transverse displacement at different coupling conditions are further compared in Fig. 11. For both circuits, increasing the coupling results in reduced displacement. Generally, the displacement with SSHI is smaller than that with the standard circuit due to the higher electrical damping. Unlike the case with the standard circuit that a valley of displacement occurs in the middle range of $R$, the displacement with SSHI
monotonically decreases with $R$. Moreover, it is noticed by comparing Figs. 11(b), (d), and (f) to 10(b), (d), and (f) that when $R$ is far away from the power peak, the displacement variation is negligible, while when $R$ continues to increase around the power peak, the displacement decreases quickly, which indicates the fast increasing electrical damping around the power peak. Finally, it is worth noting that at strong coupling, the cut-in speed with SSHI is highly sensitive to the variation of $R$. This makes the use of SSHI very risky because a small change of wind speed in the environment may result in no output power. As a result, it should be stressed that the SSHI is not recommended in a strongly electromechanically coupled galloping harvester system.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes the power enhancing performance of the SSHI circuit in a galloping piezoelectric energy harvesting system. It is found that in a system with weak electromechanical coupling, the SSHI can tremendously enhance the output power over the standard circuit. The higher the wind speed, the more pronounced the power enhancement is. Considering a quality factor of 2.9 in the switching path, at a wind speed of 7 m/s, the SSHI can harvest up to 143% more power than the standard circuit. Due to the higher electrical damping, the SSHI induces smaller transverse displacement than the standard circuit, which beneficially mitigates the structural fatigue of the harvester. Further analysis of the influence of the strength of electromechanical coupling on the harvester’s responses reveals that the advantage of SSHI is more prominent at weak coupling scenario. With the SSHI, a weak-coupling system with much less piezoelectric material can achieve similar power to that of a strong-coupling system connected to a standard circuit, helping to save piezoelectric materials. Increasing the coupling reduces the power enhancement percentage of SSHI over the standard circuit. In special, in the strong coupling condition, the output power and cut-in wind speed with SSHI are very sensitive to the deviation of $R$, which makes the utilization of SSHI very risky considering the possible change of load in a terminal circuit or possible variation of wind speed in the environment. It is concluded that SSHI enhances the energy harvesting performance of and is suitable for weak-coupling and medium-coupling systems.
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